
Collusion and fluctuating demand

What are the profits?



How many firms are on the market

Monopoly, duopoly, oligopoly, ... , atomless firms.

Whether firms are competing on prices or on quantity.

In the previous chapter we have assumed that firms interact only

In this chapter, we shall relax this assumption and allow firms to

Infinite horizon

Definition

A first Folk Theorem
Definition



Is cooperation sustainable when the game is finitely repeated?

When the prisoner dilemma is finitely repeated, the only equilibrium is

a finite number.



Infinite horizon

What is infinite horizon?

Our lives are finite.

Infinite horizon

finite horizon
clearly perceive a well-defined final period.

Infinite horizon

Infinite horizon

Infinite horizon



Infinite horizon

Infinite horizon

Now, by applying the first formula with

Infinite horizon

So, the deviation is profitable if and only if

the game is repeated a finite number of times.

That is, when the players clearly perceive a well-defined final period.

game is repeated an infinite number of times.



Infinite horizon

Definition

A first Folk Theorem
Definition

Definition

Definition

(e.g., cash flow) must be multiplied in order to obtain its present value.

Definition



Definition

Definition
Given an infinite sequence of payoffs

Definition

the corresponding infinitely-repeated game?

infinitely-repeated game.



The first payoff is higher than the second one if

Infinite horizon

Definition

A first Folk Theorem
Definition

What is a pure strategy in an infinitely-repeated game?

action at every stage game ...which is an infinite number of actions!



With an infinite number of pure strategies, what can we say about

Nash’s theorem only applies to finite games.

Furthermore, with an infinite number of strategies, there could be an
infinite number of pure-strategy equilibria!

If players are sufficiently patient then any outcome that satisfies

See Myerson, Roger B. Game Theory, Analysis of conflict, Cambridge,

as an equilibrium payoff profile in the repeated game.

We will define the terms

Is the game finitely-repeated or infinitely-repeated?



infinite) time horizon

is the sequence of realized action profiles

define a new game

action plan, which specifies a current action after any history.

Definition (solution concept)

profile

Subgame perfect equilibrium specifies mutual best replies after any

Applied here, it says that a strategy profile of a finite extensive-form

profitable one-shot deviations.
Ultimately, no player can profit from deviating from the strategy for

A first folk theorem

Does the infinite-repeated interaction allow players to achieve a higher



A first folk theorem

The first subgame perfect folk theorem shows that any payoff above

exists a subgame perfect equilibrium of the infinite repetition of

A first folk theorem

sufficiently close to 1, it is better for each player

A first folk theorem

I.e., payoffs that are positive affine transformations of each other.

Before stating our second folk theorem, we need some definitions.

Definition

Definition (informal)

Definition (formal)



Definition

Definition

minmax payoff profile of the constituent stage game.

possible payoff profiles of the stage game.

the set of physically achievable average payoff profiles in the

outcome of the infinitely repeated game.

In a n-player infinitely repeated game, any feasible and individually
rational payoff profile can be achieved as the average payoff profile of

Although game theoretic predictions quite often depend on the fine

In an infinitely-repeated interaction, if players are sufficiently patient,
any mutually beneficial outcome can be sustained in an equilibrium.



For further reading on our first folk theorem in repeated games with

Infinite horizon

Collusion and fluctuating demand

’s profit at date

Discounted value of firm ’s profit:

, the more patient is the firm



define a new game

In finite horizon the only equilibrium is the Bertrand one: there is no

, because the past prices do not affect the profits in

, each firm ought to maximize its “static profit”

Infinite horizon

In infinite horizon, if

Each firm plays, for every

Infinite horizon

, each firm gets

, a firm would get at most



Infinite horizon

So, such a deviation is profitable if

Infinite horizon

From previous Proposition, any symmetric per-period profit between
can be an equilibrium joint profit (each firm can earn half

of this profit).

The per-period profit writes as

Infinite horizon

In infinite horizon, any pair of profits

sufficiently close to

Infinite horizon

first periods firm:

subsequent periods firm:

subsequent periods firm:

- If any one deviates the firms charge the marginal cost



Infinite horizon

Infinite horizon

Furthermore, the per-period payoff for firm 1 is

sufficiently close to 1 writes as

Infinite horizon

Infinite horizon

the only equilibrium profit is the Bertrand one: competitive
zero profit.

Clearly, both firms charging prices at marginal costs at every date

zero profit for at least one firm.

be the highest possible per-period equilibrium market profit.

The maximal punishment a firm can be subjected to, results in zero
future profits.



Infinite horizon

, where by deviating at this date, a firm earns at least

be the firm with the lowest equilibrium long-term payoff

, by definition of , firm

Infinite horizon

is then non profitable only if

Infinite horizon

When competition in price is finite there is no collusion (Bertrand

When competition in price is infinite, collusion depends on the

If discount factor is low (impatient firms, high real interest rate), no

If discount factor is medium-high, collusion on symmetric profits.
If discount factor is very high (very patient firms, very low real interest
rate), collusion on any (possibly asymmetric) profits.



Collusion and fluctuating demand

What is the relation between collusion and the number of firms?

When all firms charge the monopoly price (i.e., “fully collusive
outcome”) and share the market equally, the per firm profit is:

So, a large number of firms reduces the profit per firm and thus the

In infinite horizon, collusion is sustainable only if



be the highest possible per-period equilibrium market profit.

The maximal punishment a firm can be subjected to, results in zero
future profits.

, where by deviating at this date, a firm earns at least

be the firm with the lowest equilibrium long-term payoff

A strictly positive collusive profit requires the collusion of all firms.

, by definition of , firm

is then non profitable only if

Collusion and fluctuating demand



Collusion and fluctuating demand

What is the impact of demand fluctuations on collusive behavior?

Random fluctuating demand.

fluctuations.

Collusion and fluctuating demand

Hence, collusion is more difficult to sustain in those times.

Collusion and fluctuating demand

in price) but with fluctuating demand.

Random fluctuating demand:

high) monopoly market profits



Collusion and fluctuating demand

At each period, firms learn the current state of demand before



Collusion and fluctuating demand

In infinite horizon, full collusion is sustainable only if

The maximal punishment a firm can be subjected to, results in zero
future profits (trigger strategies profile).

Collusion and fluctuating demand

be the first date of high demand. By deviating at date
, a firm earns at least

Collusion and fluctuating demand

Collusion and fluctuating demand

is non profitable only if



Collusion and fluctuating demand

Compared to stable high demand, here the deviating firm faces the

profit loss contains some periods of low demand).

In the proof, we define date

Collusion and fluctuating demand

fluctuations

In the low state of demand, firms charge the low monopoly price (i.e.,

In the high state of demand, firms charge a price below the high

applies to more deterministic fluctuations, as for example in the

Overall, collusion remains more difficult to sustain than with random
fluctuations.



Collusion is more difficult (resp. easier) to sustain at the top

As fluctuations gain in scale, collusion becomes more and more
difficult to sustain, at least in those states where demand is

Demand fluctuations hinder collusion, and more so when
fluctuations are deterministic (as in the case of seasonal cycles)

Collusion and fluctuating demand

Up to now, firm’s past choice is perfectly observed by its rival.

In practice, supervising the partners is difficult.

Here, we will go through a version of the model where firms compete



A firm that does not sell at some date is unable to observe whether

The realizations of profits are observable.

Both firms charge until one firm makes a zero profit.

The occurrence of a zero profit triggers a punishment phase.

Here both firms charge
be finite or infinite.

At the end (if any) of the punishment phase, the firms revert to the

the expected present value of profits for each firm is maximal

) denote the present discounted value of a firm’s
profit from date

satisfies the following “Bellman” equation:

the demand is high, the firm profit is

satisfies the following “Bellman” equation:

which is the present discounted value of profits at the beginning of



compatibility constraints ruling out profitable deviations in both

It is easy to see that there are no profitable one shot deviations in the

no firm would wish to undercut in the collusive phase:

This expresses the trade-off for each firm.
If a firm undercuts, it gets

must be sufficiently lower than

This is not satisfied when:

The highest profit for the firms is then obtained by solving

 

, the firms optimal choice

satisfies the constraint.

1, so that the constraint is satisfied for
, there exists a (finite) optimal length of punishment

It could be sustained only if the firms kept on colluding (charging the
monopoly price) even when making small profits, because even
under collusion small profits can occur as a result of low demand.
However, a firm that is confident that its rival will continue cooperating
even if its profit is low has every incentive to (secretely) undercut -



Collusion and fluctuating demand

rival’s market share and profit is lower than the cost of future prices

Under finite horizon of any previous model, collusion is not

Under infinite horizon

firms are sufficiently patient (the more patient they are, the easier is
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